//code.Node Holder
PS-3233

Product Description

The //code.Node Holder is an accessory for the //code.Node (PS-3231). The Holder is used to mount the //code.Node to a variety of surfaces.

What's Included

1 //code.Node Holder with Strap
   Use the strap on the Holder to mount a //code.Node to a variety of objects.

2 Hook and Loop Strap
   For attaching to the strap on the Holder to create a longer strap.

What's Required

- //code.Node (PS-3231)

3 Hook Fastener Strip
   Attaches to the loop fastener strip on the back of the Holder. Use the sticky back on the strip to attach it to a smooth surface.
**//code.Node Holder Features**

1. **Strap Slots**  
   For inserting the included hook and loop strap.

2. **Fastener Hole**  
   Use to insert a fastener (such as a screw) for a permanent mounting option.

3. **Feet**  
   Provides a stable base to allow the //code.Node to stand upright.

4. **Release Tab**  
   For securing the //code.Node to the Holder. Pull gently to release the //code.Node from the Holder.

5. **Loop Fastener Strip (not shown)**  
   The strip is located on the back of the Holder. Use the strip to attach the Holder to the included hook fastener strip.
Install the //code.Node into the Holder

1. Insert the top side of the //code.Node into the Holder face up.
2. Press down the bottom side of the //code.Node until it snaps in place.

To release the //code.Node from the holder, gently pull back the release tab then pull the //code.Node out of the Holder.

Mount the //code.Node

The //code.Node Holder provides multiple ways to mount the //code.Node.

Using the Strap

Wrap the hook and loop strap around an object. If the strap is not long enough to reach around the object, attach the second strap to the first strap.

Using the Loop Fastener Strip

Peel off the protective film on the hook fastener strip to expose the adhesive. Press the strip onto a smooth surface. Use the loop fastener strip on the back of the Holder to mount the Holder to the surface.

Using the Fastener Hole

Remove the strap from the Holder. Insert a screw through the fastener hole to mount the Holder.
Appendix

Technical Support

Contact PASCO Technical Support for assistance with this or any other PASCO product.

Address
PASCO scientific
10101 Foothills Blvd.
Roseville, CA 95747-7100

Phone
1-800-772-8700 (USA)
1-916-462-8384 (International)

Chat
www.pasco.com

email
support@pasco.com

Warranty, Copyright, and Trademarks

Limited Warranty
For a description of the product warranty, see the Warranty and Returns page at www.pasco.com/legal.

Copyright
This document is copyrighted with all rights reserved. Permission is granted to non-profit educational institutions for reproduction of any part of this manual, providing the reproductions are used only in their laboratories and classrooms, and are not sold for profit. Reproduction under any other circumstances, without the written consent of PASCO scientific, is prohibited.

Trademarks
PASCO and PASCO scientific are trademarks or registered trademarks of PASCO scientific, in the United States and/or in other countries. All other brands, products, or service names are or may be trademarks or service marks of, and are used to identify, products or services of, their respective owners. For more information visit www.pasco.com/legal.

CE Statement
This device has been tested and found to comply with the essential requirements and other relevant provisions of the applicable EU Directives.